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B P VENDING INC THE BEST CHOICE THE RIGHT CHOICE
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HISTORY

With a history in Whatcom County
that goes back to 1918 B P
Vending knows our community
This is evident through our
dedication to sustainable
practices wellness initiatives and
support of local businesses
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RELIABILITY

Clean filled and working
These are the tried and true
tenets of our operating
philosophy but just the
start of what is important to
our client and guests
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DIVERSITY

Limitless options for
food and beverages
including healthier
options with rotation of
new items to keep
employees interested
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SERVICE

Our state of the art vending equipment
whether a soda snack food or coffee
vending machine is placed and serviced
at your location free of charge
Technicians and service reps are
regularly available to keep machines
stocked and maintained
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Advanced Technology
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Wellness and
Product Analysis

Advanced Technology
Dynamic merchandising and technology ensure
each location is serviced on a regular timely
schedule and the products customers want are
available in each machine
We use state of the art software that monitors
and alert us if a machine is low or
malfunctioning This allows us to identify a
problem and repair the machine before a
customer even has noticed it is malfunctioning
Machines filled on demand when running low
Sure Vend technology that guarantees product
delivery
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Cashless Mobile
Payments
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Smart Service
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Product Analysis

Limitless options for food and beverages with
rotation of new items to keep employees
interested
B P Vending s commitment to health and
wellness demonstrated in part through offering
better for you items and participation in the
FitPick program
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Around every corner we are there
bringing you the best products
beverages and fresh food
We are partnered with the largest
vending services company in the nation
feeding you during those unexpected
moments when you crave a snack or
satisfying meal Our innovative
solutions wellness initiatives
unmatched service and customization
have kept us as a leader in the industry
We are ready to serve you
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Contact Us Today For a
Free Site Evaluation
360-734-7631
rsofie@bpvending.com
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Cashless Payments

Adding Cashless and Mobile payment options
helps you keep up with today s savvy consumer
Gives customers the added convenience of
another way to pay
Cuts transaction time by as much as 50
percent when compared to cash coin
Increases customer satisfaction
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Smart Service

We use pre kitting to further improve route
efficiency assembling location specific kits in the
warehouse before a service route begins These
kits allow the driver to carry the exact product and
quantity needed for each location resulting in
time saving and greater fuel efficiency We bring
exactly what you need every time
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